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Star Trek, the New Voyages
Jedi Knight Jax Pavan continues to search for the truth about his father's death and the mystery of his own past, a quest
that leads him into a plot to kill Emperor Palpatine and to the ultimate confrontation with Darth Vader.

Luke Skywalker and the Shadows of Mindor
Nebula and Hugo Award nominees Daniel Abraham and Ty Franck—writing as James S. A. Corey—make their Star Wars
debut in this brand-new epic adventure featuring Han Solo, Luke Skywalker, and Princess Leia Organa. The action begins
after the destruction of the Death Star in Star Wars: Episode IV A New Hope. When the Empire threatens the galaxy’s new
hope, will Han, Luke, and Leia become its last chance? When the mission is to extract a high-level rebel spy from the very
heart of the Empire, Leia Organa knows the best man for the job is Han Solo—something the princess and the smuggler can
finally agree on. After all, for a guy who broke into an Imperial cell block and helped destroy the Death Star, the assignment
sounds simple enough. But when Han locates the brash rebel agent, Scarlet Hark, she’s determined to stay behind enemy
lines. A pirate plans to sell a cache of stolen secrets that the Empire would destroy entire worlds to protect—including the
planet where Leia is currently meeting with rebel sympathizers. Scarlet wants to track down the thief and steal the bounty
herself, and Han has no choice but to go along if he’s to keep everyone involved from getting themselves killed. From
teeming city streets to a lethal jungle to a trap-filled alien temple, Han, Chewbacca, Leia, and their daring new comrade
confront one ambush, double cross, and firestorm after another as they try to keep crucial intel out of Imperial hands. But
even with the crack support of Luke Skywalker’s x-wing squadron, the Alliance heroes may be hopelessly outgunned in their
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final battle for the highest of stakes: the power to liberate the galaxy from tyranny or ensure the Empire’s reign of darkness
forever. Praise for Honor Among Thieves “If you like Han Solo . . . you won’t want to miss Honor Among Thieves. . . . A novel
that flies by quicker than the Millennium Falcon on the Kessel Run.”—Lightsaber Rattling “A fast-paced romp.”—Big Shiny
Robot “Honor Among Thieves felt very ‘vintage.’ . . . It nailed the classic Star Wars vibe in a way I haven’t experienced in a
long time.”—Making Star Wars “One of the best Star Wars novels I’ve ever read.”—Knights’ Archive “Absolutely [captures]
the magic of Star Wars and the era it’s aiming for.”—Jedi News (UK) “[The] most pleasurable ‘Classic Trilogy’ Star Wars
reading in a long time . . . With masterful pacing and witty, descriptive dialogue, [Honor Among Thieves is] fun to read from
start to finish. Adding a complexity of thought and action to a classic character like Han will satisfy those looking to indulge
a deeper side.”—TheForce.net “James S. A. Corey manages to tell a delightful tale filled with a fun plot, entertaining
characters, and great descriptions that draw you in and bring the world to life. Fans of all sorts are sure to enjoy Empire and
Rebellion: Honor Among Thieves.”—EUCantina.net

Exam Prep for: Planet of Twilight; Star Wars Legends
Benjamin January made his debut in bestselling author Barbara Hambly's A Free Man of Color, a haunting mélange of
history and mystery. Now he returns in another novel of greed, madness, and murder amid the dark shadows and dazzling
society of old New Orleans, named a Notable Book of the Year by the New York Times. The summer of 1833 has been one of
brazen heat and brutal pestilence, as the city is stalked by Bronze John—the popular name for the deadly yellow fever
epidemic that tests the healing skills of doctor and voodoo alike. Even as Benjamin January tends the dying at Charity
Hospital during the steaming nights, he continues his work as a music teacher during the day. When he is asked to pass a
message from a runaway slave to the servant of one of his students, January finds himself swept into a tempest of lies,
greed, and murder that rivals the storms battering New Orleans. And to find the truth he must risk his freedomand his very
life.

Planet of Twilight: Star Wars Legends
Battlefront
Princess Leia, Han Solo, and Chewbacca set out on a mission vital to the survival of the fragile New Republic. Searching for
the long-lost children of the Jedi, their quest takes them to the once vibrant stronghold of Belsavis - now a nearly forgotton
frozen world.
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Star Wars
Planet Auschwitz explores the diverse ways in which the Holocaust influences and shapes science fiction and horror film and
television by focusing on notable contributions from the last fifty years. The supernatural and extraterrestrial are rich and
complex spaces with which to examine important Holocaust themes - trauma, guilt, grief, ideological fervor and perversion,
industrialized killing, and the dangerous afterlife of Nazism after World War II. Planet Auschwitz explores why the Holocaust
continues to set the standard for horror in the modern era and asks if the Holocaust is imaginable here on Earth, at least by
those who perpetrated it, why not in a galaxy far, far away? The pervasive use of Holocaust imagery and plotlines in horror
and science fiction reflects both our preoccupation with its enduring trauma and our persistent need to “work through” its
many legacies. Planet Auschwitz website (https://planetauschwitz.com)

The Crystal Star
The journey to The Force Awakens begins with this glorious eBook sampler of excerpts from six novels in the new Star Wars
canon! Starring beloved characters such as Luke Skywalker and Darth Vader from the classic trilogy as well as fan favorites
from The Clone Wars and Rebels, these original novels shed new light on the grand tapestry that is Star Wars—all approved
by the Lucasfilm Story Group and part of the official canon. A new dawn in Star Wars storytelling has arrived . . . and, with
this eBook sampler, it’s just a click away. BATTLEFRONT: TWILIGHT COMPANY by Alexander Freed A companion novel
inspired by the hotly anticipated videogame Star Wars: Battlefront, this action-packed adventure follows a squad of soldiers
caught in the trenches of the ultimate galactic war between good and evil. DARK DISCIPLE by Christie Golden Based on
unproduced episodes of Star Wars: The Clone Wars, this new novel features one of the great antiheroes in the Star Wars
galaxy: bounty hunter Asajj Ventress, the former apprentice of Count Dooku. LORDS OF THE SITH by Paul S. Kemp When the
Emperor and his notorious apprentice, Darth Vader, find themselves stranded in the middle of insurgent action on an
inhospitable planet, they must rely on each other, the Force, and their fearsome fighting skills to prevail. HEIR TO THE JEDI
by Kevin Hearne The author of The Iron Druid Chronicles pens a thrilling new adventure set between A New Hope and The
Empire Strikes Back, and—for the first time ever—written entirely from Luke Skywalker’s first-person point of view. TARKIN
by James Luceno Bestselling Star Wars veteran James Luceno gives Grand Moff Tarkin the Star Wars: Darth Plagueis
treatment, bringing the legendary character from A New Hope to full, fascinating life. A NEW DAWN by John Jackson Miller
Set during the mysterious “Dark Times” between Episodes III and IV, A New Dawn tells the story of how two of the lead
characters from the animated series Star Wars Rebels first came to cross paths.

Star Wars
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Winner of the 2019 Phi Beta Kappa Award for Science "A valuable perspective on the most important problem of our time."
—Adam Becker, NPR Light of the Stars tells the story of humanity’s coming of age as we realize we might not be alone in
this universe. Astrophysicist Adam Frank traces the question of alien life from the ancient Greeks to modern thinkers, and
he demonstrates that recognizing the possibility of its existence might be the key to save us from climate change. With
clarity and conviction, Light of the Stars asks the consequential question: What can the likely presence of life on other
planets tell us about our own fate?

The Rise of the Empire: Star Wars
In the third novel of this bestselling series from, London investigator Maisie Dobbs faces grave danger as she returns to the
site of her most painful WWI memories to resolve the mystery of a pilot's death. A deathbed plea from his wife leads Sir
Cecil Lawton to seek the aid of Maisie Dobbs, psychologist and investigator. As Maisie soon learns, Agnes Lawton never
accepted that her aviator son was killed in the Great War, a torment that led her not only to the edge of madness but to the
doors of those who practice the dark arts and commune with the spirit world. In accepting the assignment, Maisie finds her
spiritual strength tested, as well as her regard for her mentor, Maurice Blanche. The mission also brings her together once
again with her college friend Priscilla Evernden, who served in France and who lost three brothers to the war—one of whom,
it turns out, had an intriguing connection to the missing Ralph Lawton. Following on the heels of Jacqueline Winspear's
triumphant Birds of a Feather, PARDONABLE LIES is the most compelling installment yet in the chronicles of Maisie Dobbs,
"a heroine to cherish" (Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book Review).

The New Rebellion
In the blockbuster bestselling tradition of Heir to the Empire comes this thrilling addition to the Star Wars(r) saga, as peace
gives way to a new threat It is a time of tranquillity for the New Republic. The remnants of the Empire now lie in complete
disarray, and the reemergence of the Jedi Knights has brought power and prestige to the fledgling government on
Coruscant. Yesterday's Rebels have become today's administrators and diplomats, and the factions that fought against
imperial tyranny seem united in savoring the fruits of peace. But the peace is short-lived. A restless Luke must journey to
his mother's homeworld in a desperate and dangerous quest to find her people. An adventurous Lando must seize a
mysterious spacecraft that has weapons of enormous destructive power and an unknown mission. And Leia, a living symbol
of the New Republic's triumph, must face down a ruthless leader of the Duskhan League, an arrogant Yevetha who seems
bent on a genocidal war that could shatter the fragile unity of the New Republicand threaten its very survival. Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen
excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
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Battlefront: Twilight Company (Star Wars)
New York Times bestselling author Barbara Hambly returns to the Star Wars(r) universe to tell a breathtaking tale of a
mysterious world where the battle between the New Republic and the Empire takes a shocking new twist. Nam Chorios is a
barren backwater world--once a dreaded prison colony, now home to a fanatic religious cult. It is here that Princess Leia has
been taken captive by a ruthless and charismatic warlord bent on destroying the New Republic. Meanwhile, Luke lands on a
mysterious planet in search of his lost love, Callista, only to discover the Force is his own worst enemy. But worst of all, as
Han, Chewie, and Lando leave Coruscant on a desperate rescue mission, a strange life-form, unlike any the galaxy has ever
seen, awakensa life-form so malevolent it will destroy everything--both Empire and New Republic--on its path to
domination. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

Sculpting a Galaxy
Dragonsbane -- Dragonshadow.

Honor Among Thieves
As seen in Star Wars: The Last Jedi, welcome to the casino city of Canto Bight. A place where exotic aliens, captivating
creatures, and other would-be high rollers are willing to risk everything to make their fortunes. Set across one fateful
evening, these four interconnected stories explore the deception and danger of the lavish casino city. • An honest salesman
meets a career criminal as a dream vacation turns into the worst nightmare imaginable, in a story by Saladin Ahmed. •
Dreams and schemes collide when a deal over a priceless bottle of wine becomes a struggle for survival, as told by Mira
Grant. • Old habits die hard when a servant is forced into a mad struggle for power among Canto Bight’s elite, in a tale by
Rae Carson • A deadbeat gambler has one last chance to turn his luck around; all he has to do is survive one wild night, as
told by John Jackson Miller. In Canto Bight, one is free to revel in excess, untouched from the problems of a galaxy once
again descending into chaos and war. Dreams can become reality, but the stakes have never been higher—for there is a
darkness obscured by all the glamour and luxury.

Dune
Razor's Edge
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Han Solo and his new friends embark on a daring rescue mission just after the destruction of the first Death Star.

Honor Among Thieves: Star Wars Legends
Determined to contain the Yuuzhan Vong and bring peace to the galaxy, Luke Skywalker searches for Zonama Sekot--a
planet that long ago had repelled an invasion of the Yuuzhan Vong--hoping the planet's secrets will end the threat of war.

Planet of Twilight
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BUZZFEED • A companion novel inspired by Star Wars: Battlefront, this
action-packed adventure follows a squad of soldiers caught in the trenches of the ultimate galactic war between good and
evil. The bravest soldiers. The toughest warriors. The ultimate survivors. Among the stars and across the vast expanses of
space, the Galactic Civil War rages. On the battlefields of multiple worlds in the Mid Rim, legions of ruthless
stormtroopers—bent on crushing resistance to the Empire wherever it arises—are waging close and brutal combat against
an armada of freedom fighters. In the streets and alleys of ravaged cities, the front-line forces of the Rebel Alliance are
taking the fight to the enemy, pushing deeper into Imperial territory and grappling with the savage flesh-and-blood realities
of war on the ground. Leading the charge are the soldiers—men and women, human and nonhuman—of the Sixty-First
Mobile Infantry, better known as Twilight Company. Hard-bitten, war-weary, and ferociously loyal to one another, the
members of this renegade outfit doggedly survive where others perish, and defiance is their most powerful weapon against
the deadliest odds. When orders come down for the rebels to fall back in the face of superior opposition numbers and
firepower, Twilight reluctantly complies. Then an unlikely ally radically changes the strategic equation—and gives the
Alliance’s hardest-fighting warriors a crucial chance to turn retreat into resurgence. Orders or not, alone and outgunned but
unbowed, Twilight Company locks, loads, and prepares to make its boldest maneuver—trading down-and-dirty battle in the
trenches for a game-changing strike at the ultimate target: the very heart of the Empire’s military machine. Praise for
Battlefront: Twilight Company “A novel that ties in to a video game based on a sprawling sci-fi franchise shouldn’t be this
good. . . . Battlefront: Twilight Company effortlessly thrusts readers onto the frontlines of the Galactic Civil War in a gripping
tale.”—New York Daily News “Compelling . . . an entertaining journey through a galaxy in turmoil . . . Battlefront: Twilight
Company explores what happens to the cannon fodder fighting and dying in the background of space opera’s cinematic
action sequences. Focusing on the life of a few low-ranking Rebel grunts caught up in a vast interstellar conflict, the novel is
an enjoyable tale of interstellar adventure and drama.”—IGN “Satisfyingly complex, immersive and moving . . . a war story
unlike any Star Wars book that’s come before it.”—Roqoo Depot “A military thriller [with] some pretty impressive actions
scenes [and] the lived-in, gritty feel of the original trilogy . . . [Alexander] Freed shows us the military side of the Star Wars
universe in a way that we haven’t seen much before, while also giving readers new perspectives on classic characters and
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moments.”—Tech Times “Twilight Company is one of the greatest Star Wars stories ever about someone doggedly,
cynically coming to understand why acting according to the light side is important.”—Den of Geek “The strongest canon
piece of Star Wars literature thus far . . . sure to be a fan-pleasing favorite . . . Explosive action scenes and dark humor only
punctuate this character-driven tale [with] heavy world-building and cameos from other characters throughout the Star
Wars pantheon.”—Alternative Nation

Empire's End: Aftermath (Star Wars)
As a cargo ship rockets across thegalaxy to Canto Bight, the deckhands on board trade stories about legendary JediKnight
Luke Skywalker. But are the stories of iconic and mysterious LukeSkywalker true, or merely tall tales passed from one
corner of the galaxy toanother? Is Skywalker really a famous Jedi hero, an elaborate charlatan,or even part droid? The
deckhands will have to decide for themselves when theyhear The Legends of Luke Skywalker. A collection of myths and talltales about the legendary Jedi Luke Skywalker, written by Nebula, Hugo, and World Fantasy award-winning author Ken Liu.

The Hive: Star Wars Legends (Short Story)
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a betrayed duke given up for dead on a treacherous desert planet and
adopted by its fierce, nomadic people, who help him unravel his most unexpected destiny.

Pardonable Lies
A lush and haunting novel of a city steeped in decadent pleasures . . . and of a man, proud and defiant, caught in a web of
murder and betrayal. It is 1833. In the midst of Mardi Gras, Benjamin January, a Creole physician and music teacher, is
playing piano at the Salle d'Orleans when the evenings festivities are interrupted—by murder. Ravishing Angelique Crozat,
a notorious octoroon who travels in the city's finest company, has been strangled to death. With the authorities reluctant to
become involved, Ben begins his own inquiry, which will take him through the seamy haunts of riverboatmen and into the
huts of voodoo-worshipping slaves. But soon the eyes of suspicion turn toward Ben—for, black as the slave who fathered
him, this free man of color is still the perfect scapegoat. . . . Praise for A Free Man of Color “A smashing debut. Rich and
exciting with both substance and spice.”—Star Tribune, Minneapolis “A sparkling gem.”—King Features Syndicate “An
astonishing tour de force.”—Margaret Maron “Superb.”—Drood Review of Mystery “A darned good murder mystery.”—USA
Today

Light of the Stars: Alien Worlds and the Fate of the Earth
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Before the Storm: Star Wars Legends (The Black Fleet Crisis)
Those who survived the war against the Empire discovered that peace brought its own problems. Wellaware thet the galaxy
was filled with dangerous suprises, Leia Organa Solo did her best to see that her children grew up with something
resembling a normal family life.

Star Wars
Witness the rise of the Empire with these two thrilling Star Wars novels—plus exclusive short stories by Melissa Scott, John
Jackson Miller, and Jason Fry! TARKIN “Compelling . . . The villains of Star Wars are as much fun as the good guys.”—New
York Daily News Under Governor Wilhuff Tarkin’s guidance, an ultimate weapon of unparalleled destruction—the so-called
Death Star—moves ever closer to becoming a terrifying reality. Until then, insurgency remains a genuine threat. Guerrilla
attacks by an elusive band of freedom fighters must be countered with swift and brutal action—a mission the Emperor
entrusts to his most formidable agents: Darth Vader, the fearsome new Sith enforcer, and Tarkin, whose tactical cunning
and cold-blooded efficiency will pave the way for the Empire’s supremacy—and its enemies’ extinction. A NEW DAWN
Foreword by Dave Filoni “A story with pacing and dialogue that feels like classic Star Wars.”—Nerdist Ever since the Jedi
were marked for death, Kanan Jarrus has devoted himself to staying alive rather than serving the Force. So when he
discovers a conflict brewing between Imperial forces and desperate revolutionaries, he’s not about to get caught in the
crossfire. Then the brutal death of a friend forces him to choose between bowing down to fear or standing up to fight. But
Jarrus won’t be fighting alone. Soon he is joined by Hera Syndulla—a mysterious agent provocateur with motives of her
own—in challenging the Empire for the sake of a world and its people.

Starfighters of Adumar
An unusual diplomatic mission for Wedge Antilles and his X-Wing squadron finds the intrepid starfighters journeying to the
warrior planet of Adumar, where both New Republic and Empire delegations have been invited, and where they face
assassination, betrayal, and death. Original.

Sold Down the River
In A Free Man of Color, Fever Season, and Graveyard Dust, Benjamin January penetrated the murkiest corners of glittering
old New Orleans to bring murderers to justice. Now, in bestselling author Barbara Hambly's haunting new novel, he explores
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a vivid and violent plantation world darker than anything in the city. Sold Down the River. The crisp autumn air of 1834
awakens the French Town to a new season of balls and operas. But this November there will be no waltzes played by
Benjamin January, no piano lessons for Creole children. For a shadow has emerged from his past-Simon Fourchet, the
savage man to whom he was bound in slavery until the age of seven. When someone he cannot refuse asks the favor,
Benjamin reluctantly agrees to reenter the realm of his childhood on Fourchet's upriver sugar plantation. Abandoning his
Parisian French for the African patois of a field hand, Benjamin sets out to uncover who and what lies behind the sinister
happenings there. On All Souls' night, at the dark of the moon, a fire was started in the mill. A field gang's food has been
poisoned and the butler murdered. And voodoo curse marks appear everywhere. If the villain cannot be discovered, every
slave on Mon Triomphe will be condemned to what passes for justice. Cutting cane from dawn to nightfall, until his bones
ache and his musician's hands bleed, Benjamin strives to unlock the riddle. Are these the omens of a slave revolt, or
something more personal? As acts of sabotage mount and voodoo signs multiply, he ponders the family in the big house:
Fourchet's pale and pious new wife, his two grown sons, and his shrewish daughter-in-law. Then the inhabitants of the slave
quarters: a proud and secretive cook, young lovers torn apart by a brutal overseer, men and women who long for loved
ones sold away. And what of the neighboring planter, feuding with Fourchet over a piece of land or the elusive river trader
who knows so many of the servants' secrets? Somewhere in the warp and weft of these people's lives lurks Benjamin's
quarry-whose scheming could destroy not just Fourchet but all his kin and every human being he owns. And Benjamin
January must use all his intelligence and cunning to find the killer, before he finds himself Sold Down the River.

Patterns of Force
Following Star Wars: Aftermath and Star Wars: Life Debt, Chuck Wendig delivers the exhilarating conclusion to the New York
Times bestselling trilogy set in the years between Return of the Jedi and The Force Awakens.

Winterlands
An astonishing tale of one man's search for Utopia.

Fever Season
As Han Solo and Chewbacca search the barren, backwater world of Nam Chorios for Princess Leia, who has been taken
captive by a ruthless warlord, a bizarre life form emerges that is bent on the destruction of the New Republic. Reprint.

Galaxy's Edge
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Luke Skywalker takes on a high-stakes espionage operation to rescue a brilliant alien cryptographer sympathetic to the
rebel cause, a mission that will push his abilities as a Rebel fighter and would-be Jedi to the limit.

Remnant
Readers travel deeper than ever before into the mysterious world of the Jedi when Luke Skywalker is forced to stop a secret
cadre of pirates who have banded together, posing a threat to the fragile New Republic. Reprint.

I, Jedi
When they are forced to seek refuge in a territory controlled by pirates, Leia learns that the pirates are survivors from her
home planet--which has been recently destroyed by the Death Star--who would gladly ransom her to the Empire.

Canto Bight (Star Wars)
Luke Skywalker takes on a high-stakes espionage operation to rescue a brilliant alien cryptographer sympathetic to the
rebel cause, a mission that will push his abilities as a Rebel fighter and would-be Jedi to the limit.

Journey to Star Wars The Last Jedi: The Legends of Luke Skywalker
The Star Wars films have provided some of the most iconic images in modern filmmaking - from the incredible shot of the
Imperial Star Destroyer that opened the first film in 1977 to the Podrace in The Phantom Menace and the epic battle on the
volcanic world of Mustafar in Revenge of the Sith. In each of these cases, and literally hundreds more, the model-making
wizards of Industrial Light & Magic were instrumental in creating a universe full of glorious, heart-pounding illusions. In
Sculpting a Galaxy: Inside the Star Wars Model Shop, Lorne Peterson, one of the founding members of ILM, takes the reader
on a journey through thirty years of incredible adventures, telling never-before-published stories, explaining how classic
scenes were created, and how beloved models were - often from the most unexpected of parts and ingredients. Paint
buckets, model car parts, and walnut shells play important roles, alongside high-tech lasers and computer graphics, in
creating the familiar yet fantastic components of a galaxy far, far away. Lavishly illustrated with more than 300 full-color
photographs from the Lucasfilm Archives, this book provides an unparalleled look behind the scenes of a place that really
has created magic. Lorne Peterson's warm, evocative voice and dedication to his craft inform every page, making this not
just a stunning visual piece, but an epic history in its own right.
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Children of the Jedi
When the New Republic is threatened by a secret plot, Luke, Leia, and Han Solo must try to stop the evil master of the dark
side, who will stop at nothing to become emperor, before they face the ultimate destruction of their galaxy. Reprint.

Journey to Star Wars: The Force Awakens: The Weapon of a Jedi
Luke Skywalker returns for an all-new adventure in this thrilling upper middle grade novel. Set between Star Wars: A New
Hope and Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, the story finds Luke Skywalker, C-3PO, and R2-D2 stranded on a mysterious
planet, and explores a dangerous duel between Luke and a strange new villain. Hidden in the story are also clues and hints
about the upcoming film Star Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a must-read for fans old and new!

Star Wars 2015 Sampler
Food Fix
The Galactic Civil War rages on. Twilight Company is the nickname for the men and women, human and nonhuman, of the
Sixty-First Mobile Infantry. Defiance is their most powerful weapon until they are ordered to fall back in the face of superior
opposition numbers and firepower. An unlikely ally gives the Rebel Alliance's hardest-fighting warriors a crucial chance to
turn retreat into resurgence as they strike at the ultimate target: the very heart of the Empire's military machine.

Planet Auschwitz
An indispensable guide to food, our most powerful tool to reverse the global epidemic of chronic disease, heal the
environment, reform politics, and revive economies, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Mark Hyman, MD -- "Read
this book if you're ready to change the world" (Tim Ryan, US Representative). What we eat has tremendous implications not
just for our waistlines, but also for the planet, society, and the global economy. What we do to our bodies, we do to the
planet; and what we do to the planet, we do to our bodies. In Food Fix, #1 bestselling author Mark Hyman explains how our
food and agriculture policies are corrupted by money and lobbies that drive our biggest global crises: the spread of obesity
and food-related chronic disease, climate change, poverty, violence, educational achievement gaps, and more. Pairing the
latest developments in nutritional and environmental science with an unflinching look at the dark realities of the global food
system and the policies that make it possible, Food Fix is a hard-hitting manifesto that will change the way you think about
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-- and eat -- food forever, and will provide solutions for citizens, businesses, and policy makers to create a healthier world,
society, and planet.

A Free Man of Color
Princess Leia embarks on a perilous quest in search of her kidnapped children, a quest that takes her, Han Solo, and Luke
Skywalker to a strange crystal star, home to a charismatic alien. Reprint.

The Dispossessed
BONUS: This short story features an exclusive author interview—plus an excerpt from Steven Barnes’ Star Wars novel, The
Cestus Deception. WHAT LIES BENEATH Dispatched as a Republic envoy to the Outer Rim planet Ord Cestus—in a bid to
halt the sale of potentially deadly “bio-droids” to the Confederacy—Obi-Wan Kenobi finds himself enlisted in a mission more
desperate, and dangerous, than diplomatic. The once self-contained world has long since been co-opted by unscrupulous
offworlders, whose plunder of a vital natural resource has enabled the rise of a powerful corporation that controls the
economy. Ord Cestus’s native population, the X’Ting, are now mere second-class citizens in their own society. Enter the Jedi
Knight, with news that a legal technicality has turned the tables—and the corrupt forces with a stranglehold on Ord Cestus
are now at the mercy of the X’Ting. Circumstances, however, are more dire than the Republic suspected. In the wake of a
devastating plague, the X’Ting’s benevolent rulers are dead, and the once tightly knit race has splintered into battling
factions. Reunification can only come with the rise of new royals, whom all X’Ting are bound by blood to serve. But the eggs
that will spawn those sovereigns lie out of reach, secured in a secret chamber and booby-trapped by those whose
knowledge died with them in the plague. Now, to salvage a people’s destiny, Obi-Wan will risk a veritable descent into hell:
braving the unknown horrors in the forgotten depths of an alien world, on a perilous quest from which none who went
before have ever returned.
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